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you were virtually certain that it was the wife and not the
husband who had dictated the choice of the permanent friend.
And if, one day, that triangle was reduced to a couple again as
the result of a murder, there was never any doubt but that it
was the wife who had plotted and prompted the murder. But I
have a story to tell you . , .
My story is of Ekaluk who came out of the porch of the igloo
one morning and looked round.
Little plumes of snow were running before the wind over the
plain and powdering the earth with a fine layer of white.
Nothing else stirred. Near by, two puppies lay asleep on the
snow. The igloos were hushed and seemingly deserted. The
men had gone off to fish through the ice of a lake whose un-
broken surface stretched into infinity. All these things the young
man saw with an eye quick to seize details in this vast landscape.
And he saw, too, receding in the distance, a dark form that he
knew to be Ohokto, hurrying on foot to his fishing. Watching
him, there dropped into Ekaluk5 s mind the words spoken a half-
hour before by Kanaiok, his mistress and Ohokto's wife: 'Why
don't you do it? Now is the time!'
This was not the first time that Kanaiok had urged him to
do it. In the beginning, Ekaluk had taken her into his sleeping-
bag as a matter of desire and convention, in the common way
of neighbouring Eskimos. Ohokto had of course not taken it
amiss; and besides, he was no longer young. But things had not
stopped there: Ekaluk had ended by taking a fancy to the
young woman — in Eskimo fashion, naturally; not out of love,
but simply because he wanted a woman to himself. And he had
come to live in their igloo. Still Ohokto had said nothing. He
had merely grown more silent. Now Ekaluk had got it into his
head that Kanaiok would make him a proper wife. He liked
her. She could sew skins wonderfully. She was an excellent
housewife, for there was always tea and baneks in her igloo.
And Kanaiok, for her part, found Ekaluk's body more agreeable
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